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"OWNERSHIP TO THE PEOPLE"

The meeting with Nigel Vinson andothers on 15 July did not reach any conclusionson the substance. The Prime Minister expresseda certain amount of scepticism as to the value,and more particularly the feasibility, of theproposed "Ownership to the People" programme.She pointed out that the Government wasalready doing a good deal in this area, andthat many of their specific proposals weretoo expensive to contemplate in the foreseeablefuture. She also said she did not like thetitle. However, she said that she had noobjection to their continuing to refinetheir proposals - in consultation withPeter Rees.

Vinson, Chappell and Carlisle for theirpart seemed to be quite divided on thepriority they attached to the differentproposals.
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PRIME MINISTER

MEETING WITH NIGEL VINSON, PHILIP CHAPPELL, KENNETH CARLISLE

You are seeing these three members of the CPS Group on their paper

"Ownership to the People" on Wednesday, 15 July.

Alan and I spent some time with Vinson, Chappell and Carlisle going

through their paper a couple of weeks ago. It contains some good

ideas and their enthusiasm is refreshing - partly because of course

they are less aware of the constraints and technical problems than

are Geoffrey's advisers.

We don't believe that a programme specifically entitled "Ownership

to the People" is practical or even desirable in the near term.

Nigel Vinson seemed to be thinking in terms of something which could

be announced at or just before the Party Conference - which seems to

us hopelessly unrealistic.

However, these ideas and others, as modified by Geoffrey's comments,

will be fed into our thinking for the work to be done in preparing

the next Election Manifesto.

Speaking personally, I was disappointed that Geoffrey's back-up

notes pour cold water on the idea of something more like the original

accessions tax. I can see that there may be technical objections,

but politically I would have thought that it was very much a

progressive change and one in line with the rest of our philosophy.

JOHN HOSKYNS




